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A Report On The

National Heirloom Exposition
Santa Rosa, CA — Sept. 13-15

We thought from the beginning
that it sounded like a great idea — an
exposition of “All Things Heirloom,”
from Tomatoes, to herbs, to breeds of
farm animals. We just didn’t see ourselves travelling to Santa Rosa — 55
miles North of San Francisco — to
take part in it. But when Sherri Berglund, Convener for the Bidwell Heri-

Booth In Action!

tage Roses Group and one fine Rose Rustler, called on us, we gave it some thought.
In the end, we found that we could take
part in a Dog Agility event a couple of days
prior to the expo and the die was cast. We
joined a number of other Heritage Roses
Group members to set up and tend an HRG
Booth.
As one Northern Cal member said,
days later, this was one of the most “feel
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Preparing The
Heritage Roses Group Booth

Becket Sees
A Mighty
Big Pile of
Squashes!

good” events we’ve been to in a long
time. We sold books and Heritage
Rose plants (many made available by
Gregg Lowery, of Vintage Gardens)
and handed out information on membership in both the Heritage Roses
Group, LOCAL Heritage Roses
Groups, Nurseries, and the Heritage
Rose Foundation.
If an opportunity to be part of
such an event comes your way, take
part, either as a participant, or as a
visitor. You won’t regret it for a
minute.
—Jeri Jennings 9/19/11

"There's a few things I've learned in life: always throw
salt over your left shoulder, keep rosemary by your garden
gate, plant lavender for good luck, and fall in love whenever you can"
— Alice Hoffman
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Early in the development of our garden (in a period immediately following our unfortunate
attempt at a love-affaire with Gallica and Moss Roses) we tried to grow ‘Devoniensis.’ Our
multiple attempts were greeted with universal failure, as both bush and climbing1* versions refused to grow above 6 or 8 inches in our Camarillo fog belt.
I’m happy to say that the failure here of ‘Devoniensis’ did not discourage our enthusiasm
for Tea Roses. Most Teas have grown like weeds here. Only ‘Devoniensis,’ and ‘Rainbow,’
truly failed1*. Those two, we concluded, had lost the “vigorous and excellent habit” described
of ‘Devoniensis,’ at least, in 1841.
We finally gave up on both — but never completely put them out of mind.
When, a few years ago, we encountered a mature old ‘Devoniensis’ in a Northern California
cemetery, we had to try again.
The clone we collected grows in the Sacramento City Cemetery’s Historic Rose Garden,
offering a plant for further propagation. Gregg Lowery had collected another true old
‘Devoniensis,’ that one in the old Santa Rosa Cemetery. That clone (for a short two more
years) should be available from Vintage Gardens.

‘Devoniensis’
(Tea, Foster, UK, 1838; Parks Yellow TeaScented China x Smith’s Yellow China)
Photographed In The Old San Juan
Bautista Campo Santo,
San Juan Bautista, CA
— Continued on Page 4
1
* I’ve since learned that many of the Cl. Devoniensis now in commerce are, instead, Cl. Souv. de la Malmaison
(another spectacular failure here in Fog-Land). I’m pretty sure our soi disant Cl. Devoniensis was yet another mildewy Cl. Souv. De la Malmaison.

“If the rose puzzled its mind over the question how it
grew, it would not have been the miracle that it is.”
— J.B. Yeats
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Growing In Camarillo
After growing the real thing in Camarillo for a couple of years, we’ve received ample proof
that the poor mildewy thing we grew as ‘Devoniensis’ long ago was almost certainly an imposter. Unlike the imposter, this rose, though still immature, grows vigorously, and blooms repeatedly, offering ever increasing crops of blooms, soft-white, lightly-tinged either blush or lemon,
depending upon the season and the weather.
Most-significantly, ‘Devoniensis’ has never mildewed. (Nor has it rusted, or blackspotted,
or displayed evidence of anthracnose or cercospora.) Its foliage, is clean, smooth, mid-green,
and very handsome. If the parentage is as recorded (never certain, in those early days) it would
be a double on ‘Park’s Yellow Tea-Scented China,’ with a dash of early Noisette thrown into the
mix. That combination SHOULD produce a winner for Southern California gardens, and it appears that it did.
Though this clone of Devoniensis is now growing safely in the Sacramento City Cemetery,
the surest source for a similar plant would be Vintage Gardens. (Remember, Gregg Lowery collected it in Santa Rosa. That mother plant has subsequently disappeared, but Vintage still offers
that clone.

Order from the Website at: http://www.vintagegardens.com/

Order SOON. They do currently list ‘Devoniensis.’

MORE ON ‘DEVONIENSIS’
From “Hortus Camdenensis:” An Illustrated Catalogue of Plants Grown by Sir William
MacArthur at Camden Park, NSW, Australia, between c. 1820 & 1861
‘We have lately received from Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co. of Exeter, specimens of
a new rose, by them called ‘Rosa Devoniensis’. The Flowers which we received were
finely formed, very double, much above the average size; and it is evident that the plant
has a vigorous and excellent habit. We also found it deliciously fragrant; the colour is
a clear, delicate, primrose yellow, with a somewhat deeper centre. The flowers, though
large and double, had expanded freely, without any imperfection or hard green
eye.’ [Gard. Chron. 1841].

http://hortuscamden.com/plants/view/rosa-devoniensis

Horticultural & Botanical History
‘Devoniensis’ won a Banksian Medal from the Horticultural Society in 1841. Henry Curtis
said of it: ‘On this splendid English rose it is hardly possible to bestow too much praise, and in
a work devoted to roses it deserves the first place.’ [Henry Curtis p.1 vol.1/1850].
It is said to have been raised in Plymouth by Foster in 1838 and distributed through Lucombe and Pince, who purchased all rights to it. Successful English-bred roses were unusual at
this time, although it was later suggested, primarily by Rivers, that it was a French seedling,
purchased by Foster. In the 9th edition of ‘The Rose Garden, 1888, William Paul commented on
the controversy: ‘Since the publication of an early edition of this work, I have been told that this
fine Rose was not raised at Plymouth, but brought there from the west of France. The story is a
long one, and the evidence of it reliable and weighty. Still the late Mr. Pince, of Exeter, in a
letter now before me, clearly claims for it an English origin.’ [Paul (1848, 1863, 1888, 1903),
Rivers (1854, 1857, 1863), MB p.169/1841, Amat].
The Floricultural Cabinet described it as a seedling from Rosa ochroleuca, the Yellow
4

China rose, the other parent being unknown. [FC p.194/1841]. In the first great National Rose
show held in July 1858, ‘Devoniensis’ was listed amongst the roses appearing in multiple (8)
winning collections. [Gard. Chron. 1858].
The 'Devoniensis' growing at Camden Park and illustrated here shows little of the 'clear yellow'
colour described in the Gardeners' Chronicle, although the ground colour is pale yellow in most
blooms. Most of the flowers are very distinctly blush-coloured in the centre. It is a recent reintroduction to the gardens.

History at Camden Park
‘Devoniensis’ was obtained from the Sydney Botanic Garden on 28th October 1846. [RSBG
AB]. It was included in a handwritten list of roses dated 1861, probably intended for a new edition of the catalogue that was never printed. [MP A2943]. It was described growing in the private garden of Charles Moor, Director of the Sydney Botanic Garden, in 1864. [NSW Hort.
Mag. vol.1 p.44/1864].

About the Hortus
The Hortus attempts to correctly identify, describe, illustrate and provide a brief history of all the
plants grown at Camden Park between c.1820 and 1861.
For hours of information, access Hortus Camdeniensis at:

http://hortuscamden.com/

The Old Plant
In
Cemetery
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WEEDS!
Tribulus terrestris
(“Goathead,” “Caltrops,” “Puncture Weed”)
(Also: bindii, bullhead, burra gokharu, cat's head, devil's eyelashes,
devil's thorn, devil's weed, puncturevine)

EVERY time we go through an unusually rainy winter, some new weed shows up in
our garden. Almost invariably, the newcomer is a particularly noxious weed, and difficult to
eradicate. This year’s unwanted alien was Tribulus terrestris — commonly called “Caltrops,”
and “Puncture weed.” I know now that “Puncture Weed” is fairly widespread in the hills
above us, but we’ve never seen it here before.
As an immature plant, Tribulus terrestris is fairly harmless-looking thing. Of the family
Zygophyllaceae, it’s native to “warm, temperate, and tropical gegions of Southern Europe,
Southern Asia, throughout Africa, and Australia. It thrives in poor and dry soil.
Single, yellow blooms, are followed quickly by a “fruit” which falls apart into four rockhard “nutlets” each with multiple long, terribly-sharp spines, sharp enough to puncture bicycle
tires, and cause real injury to bare feet, or the paws of un-suspecting dogs or cats. In a brilliant
survival strategy, the nutlets easily embed themselves in rubber shoe soles, to be carried to
new homes. YOU DON’T WANT THEM!
The plant looks harmless enough initially — a spreading, taprooted, herbaceous plant —
a summer annual in cold climates, but which is threateningly perennial in our mild climate.
Stems, green, ageing to red-brown, and branching, radiate from the center to a diameter of
anywhere from three inches to three or more FEET. The plant is prostrate, and if you’re not
6

Great Rosarians
Of The

World
GROW 12 WEST — DATE SET
Expect a formal announcement soon, but here’s
your Preview of the Huntington Library Event:
Though he is enjoying retirement, Clair Martin tells
us that dates and an honoree are set for Great Rosarians Of The World No. 12.
The Event will take place Jan. 21 & 22, 2012.
The Speaker/Honoree will be

Alain Meilland.
WEEDS!

Cont. From Previous Page

LOOKING, you might miss it, UNTIL IT MATURES, and fruits. Leaves are pinnately compound with leaflets less than a quarter-inch long. The fruit follows the bloom within a week.
Survey your garden, now, and next spring, to be sure these devils have not moved in. It’s
naturalized in the Americas, and is widely viewed as both “noxious” and “invasive.”
Even those who eschew the use of chemicals for weed-control are willing to make an exception for Tribulus terrestris. And it’s not going to be pre-emergent herbicides. Products containing oryzalin, benefin, or trifluralin, reportedly, provide only partial control of germinating
seeds, and these must be applied prior to germination (late winter to midspring, when you don’t
yet know that the weed is there.)
After plants have emerged from the soil (postemergent), you’re looking at Roundup, or
other products containing 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid ("2,4-D"), glyphosate, and dicamba.
These chemicals will endanger other garden plants, (including roses!) so use all of them only
after some study and consideration, and with great, great care. Another product from DuPont
(Pastora) is highly effective, but expensive and not suitable for lawn use.
— JMJ 8/11
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What About
The
World Federation
Of Rose Societies?
Perhaps you’ve heard mention of the World Federation of Rose Societies? If you’re not
familiar with WFRS, here’s a little introduction:
WFRS was founded in 1968 and is registered in the United Kingdom as a “company limited by guarantee and as a charity under the number 1063582.” The objectives of the Society,
as stated in the constitution, are:
• To encourage and facilitate the interchange of information and knowledge of the rose between national rose societies.
• To co-ordinate the holding of international conventions and exhibitions.
• To encourage and, where appropriate, sponsor research into problems concerning the rose.
• To establish common standards for judging new rose seedlings.
• To establish a uniform system of rose classification.
• To grant international honours and/or awards.
• To encourage and advance international co-operation on all other matters concerning the
rose.
Forty member societies around the world comprise the membership of WFRS — The
member for the United States of America is the American Rose Society. There are, additionally, a number of “Associate Members,” scattered around the world. (The only current U.S.
Associate Member is Ashdown Roses [inactive])
Richard Walsh, of NSW Australia, is the current Editor of “WORLD ROSE NEWS”, the
official bulletin of the World Federation of Rose Societies. Distributed via the Internet,
“World Rose News” provides “a communication medium for the publication of relevant news
items relating to activities of Member Societies and the rose world in general.”
To open the June 2011 edition of World Rose News, click Open
To download the June 2011 edition of World Rose News to your computer right click
Download and then select "Save Target As.."
Contact “World Rose News” through Editor Richard Walsh, 6 Timor Close, Ashtonfield
NSW, Australia 2323 Phone: +61 249 332 304 or +61 409 446 256 Email: walshroses45@yahoo.com.au

The June, 2011, issue of “World Rose News” is available at:

http://www.worldrose.org/wrn/wrn.asp
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It’s Getting Late!
However, Here’s A Final Reminder
Of The

American
Rose Society
2011 Fall
National Convention & Rose Show

Oct. 13th thru 16th
For Complete Information, see:

http://www.rosestars.com/
The ARS 2011 Fall Convention and Rose Show will be held at the regal Hilton Universal, in Universal City, Thursday - Sunday, October 13-16, 2011.
The convention schedule includes a full day of entertaining and informative lectures
by rose experts, Garden Tours and sightseeing tours around Los Angeles, two buffet
Awards Banquets at the Hilton Universal, and an ARS National Rose Show.
The local host society is the Los Angeles Tinseltown Rose Society. Convention attendees are expected from across the United States, as well as a large international contingent.

The Rose Show
. . . portion of the event will be judged on Thurs., Oct. 13, from 3:45 to 6:00 p.m. The
show will be Opened for Viewing from 7:30-10 p.m.
The judged show remains open for viewing on Friday, Oct. 14
For information regarding the Rose Show element of the Convention, see:
http://www.rosestars.com/RoseShow.html

“An idealist is one who, on noticing that a
rose smells better than a cabbage,
concludes that it will also
make better soup.”
— H.L. Menken
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The Happy News, and . . .
The Happy News tells of a newly-posted (and very exciting)
availability list from Vintage Gardens Rose Nursery — including
treasures imported by our own Cliff Orent for his now-closed
Euro-Desert Roses collection . . .

FRESH STARTS FOR A NEW SEASON
“We have begun our new fall season of roses propagated over this past summer, with
our first upload of inventory of roses we have not had available for some time. Now is
the time to order; we have limited quantities of many popular items, so don’t miss your
chance to obtain a rose you’ve been wanting for years. This may be your last opportunity to get it from us.”

EURODESERT ROSES
“The amazing selection of roses from Cliff Orent’s EuroDesert Roses nursery continues
to be a source of delight for our customers. Elegant roses like the fragrant ‘Chandos
Beauty’ fit well with old and modern roses alike. The ice-cream flourishes of
‘Tenacious’, a lemon yellow and coral-orange striped Floribunda from Sam McGredy
are unlike the colors of any striped rose you’ve grown. An abundance of lavenders and
blues, cut-flower varieties that are the latest darlings of the flower markets, and antique
treasures like the fragrant lilac-pink Polyantha, Baptiste Lafaye, make this a very rare
and unique selection of roses, collected over ten years by Cliff Orent, and offered in his
amazing nursery, EuroDesert Roses, until its recent closing.”

10
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. . A Long, Sad, Goodbye

This Sad News came to us in Mid-September, and is
posted on the Vintage Gardens Website:
“Times are tough for everyone today, and we know we are not the only

ones with budget woes. Like everyone else, we have had to face whether
we should continue in the face of substantial losses of sales. Our basic
operational costs are no longer being met and our beloved rose garden
has suffered the worst of it. As you know we were unable to open my
garden in May for lack of the manpower and resources to make it presentable. We were faced this summer with many roses that could not be
propagated because of the condition of plants in the garden.
Friends of Vintage Roses are working with me to focus on preserving my
collection of roses, but at the present time we do not know if the garden
itself can survive.
At the same time we must decide the fate of Vintage Gardens. After long
and difficult consideration, Gita and I have determined that we must set
a date to finish the work of Vintage Gardens. In order to fill our obligations to our customers we have set that closing date for the Summer of
2013. Our Import Roses will have been supplied to customers, we will
have completed all custom orders and shipped them out, and we will
have a final close out sale at that time.
We will be around awhile longer yet…but only to say a long goodbye.”
--Gregg Lowery, Vintage Gardens Rose Nursery

“I suppose there exists, somewhere on this
planet, an ornamental gardener who has never
grown a plant that they had been given from
someone else’s garden,
but it is hard for me to imagine it.”
— Kathy Purdy, June 3, 2007 “Flowers On The Brain”
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Looking Ahead
“Wanted: a refuge for the old roses where they may be found
again when tastes change.”
— George Paul, RHS Journal, 1896

“It Gets Worse” was the Subject Line of a post made in late September to the Gardenweb Antique Roses Forum.
The poster was commenting on a significant reduction in numbers of many hard-to-find
old Once-Blooming roses among the latest
Pickering Nursery offerings. Let’s face it —
Coupled with losses of entire nurseries, the picture actually IS becoming less-rosey at a frightening rate.
Old Northern European Once-Blooming
Roses don’t figure prominently in most of our
Southern California gardens — or even, for that
matter, most of the gardens in most of California. But to gardeners in the northern latitudes,
these roses are garden essentials as important to
them as the warm-weather Teas, Chinas, and
Noisettes are to us here in “La-La Land.”

“De la Vina Mystery”

Even for us, their disappearance from commerce
should ring alarm bells. A rare rose which falls
out of commerce has taken the first step down a
slippery path to extinction. And this loss of di-

versity should concern us all.
Planting roses is an expression of confidence in a bright future. We are Rosarians. We are
by nature hopeful. We enjoyed a good 20-Plus years of sunshine for gardens, and for roses, and
in particular for Old Roses. Not that long ago, gardening was America’s leading leisure pastime,
and Old Roses were becoming more noticed as roses tough-enough to tolerate difficult conditions, and keep on blooming. Now, the world economy is shaken. Fewer people have leisure
time for gardening (or much of anything else, it seems). People who are losing their homes don’t
plant roses. Even the big rose companies have suffered, with Weeks and J&P declared bankrupt,
and bought-out.
All of which brings us back to the impending loss of Vintage Gardens Rose Nursery, as announced in mid-September, following close on the heels of the loss of Euro-Desert. Vintage is
far from the first rose nursery we’ve lost, but this is one of the toughest losses to swallow. We
can’t prevent it from happening, but we can do a few things to prepare for what looks like a slide
into a sort of Horticultural Dark Ages.

If You Want It, Buy It Now
Are there roses you’ve coveted, but not yet bought? Buy them now. Buy them — From
Vintage Gardens, or from Rogue Valley Roses, or Antique Rose Emporium, or Burlington Rose
Nursery, or any of the shrinking handful of vendors which remain to us. If you don’t add that
rose to your garden soon, you may not be able to. Buy it. You’ll help the nurseries, and you
12

may help to secure the future of that unique rose.

Become A Refuge
While you’re waiting for their arrival, inventory your garden. If your garden, with a list of
roses grown, has not yet been added to HelpMeFind,
http://www.helpmefind.com/gardening/index.php
Do that now. Because you have taken the trouble to seek out and plant worthy, but lesserknown roses, your garden could soon become one of the few places they are grown. A refuge, if
you will, for the Old Roses. A resource for those who would grow and preserve them.

Become A Resource
I will not share or give away cuttings of roses which can easily be bought at one of our good
nurseries. But many roses which were safely in commerce not long ago are now in a sort of rose
limbo. Out of commerce. The first slip down that slope toward eventual extinction.
If you’re asked about a rose which you grow, and which is not now in commerce, please
share cuttings. Distribution is a huge element in preservation, and you can help to assure a rose
wider distribution. You might obtain something equally wonderful in return, thus enhancing the
survival chances of more than one rose. While you’re at it — LEARN TO PROPA-

GATE!

It Can Get Better . . .
I think it will, eventually. It might take years — decades maybe, but tastes and circumstances will change again, just as they have in the past. Share your roses forward now, and share
them forward again, at every opportunity. Who knows but that your garden, or a garden you
share with now will be the place where that special rose is re-collected, to be returned once again
to commerce some day in the future “. . . when tastes change.”
— JMJ, 9-20-11
Permission To Reprint Granted.

Join The National Heritage Roses Group!
Rose News From Around The World
$
00
MAKE CHECKS IN THE AMOUNT OF 10. (DIGITAL VERSION)
OR $16.00 (PRINT VERSION)

PAYABLE TO HRG
Mail To: Clay Jennings 22 Gypsy Lane, Camarillo, CA 93010-1320
Name
Address
Phone

City
(

State

)

Zip Code

Email
NEEDED FOR DIGITAL VERSION!
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Becoming A Rose Resource:

PROPAGATION
Is The Soul Of Preservation
Many of us have never ventured into the tricksy realms of rose propagation simply because
we never felt the need to do so. (Some of us have never been good at it!) I’m not a good propagator overall, but my husband learned to do it well when he REALLY wanted a rose for which
there was no commercial source. And that, in short, may soon be a very, very common situation.
The answer: Learn To Propagate Roses.
In a time of shrinking resources, propagating rare and endangered roses may become a very
important skill.
Now, there are just about a jillion ways to propagate roses. None of them are BAD. You
can find some methods by visiting the Gold Coast Website, and checking ARTICLES: http://
www.goldcoastrose.org/
Here, courtesy of Hybridizer and Gold Coast member Kim Rupert is a look at a very, very
different method, which has lately received a lot of attention on the Internet:

Wrapping Cuttings
— Kim Rupert
If you haven't already discovered it, The Rose Hybridizers Association and its Forum are
great places to learn about many things concerning roses. The site is populated by a very nice
group of people from across the globe and all have great imagination and experiences. One very
interesting "discovery" I've gleaned from the RHA and from Paul Barden's Rose Blog concerns
wrapping cuttings to callus.
I formerly lived in a hotter, more arid climate, and I had figured out how to root roses there
with little difficulty. I have since moved to a more humid, a bit less hot, area and I have sacrificed MANY cuttings to rot before hitting on this wonderful advance. The initial introduction
was made by Simon Voorwinde , an Australian member sharing what George, another Australian
member had shared with him. Rose Hybridizers Association Forum

Kim’s Rose Burritos
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Photographic instruction and mention of the method was further shared by Paul Barden on his
great Rose Blog. Paul Barden's Blog It looked and sounded simple enough!
I'd discovered part of my problem was it is too humid here to enclose rose cuttings in anything. The air is sufficiently "close" for them to root without rotting as long as they are protected
from extreme wind and too hot sunlight. Using this wrapping method further increased my
chances of success by keeping them moist while they callus and begin forming roots, greatly
shortening the time required for them to actually become plants.
I "streamlined" the proceedure shared on the other two sources and found it worked! I took
cuttings as I would normally, removed all the foliage and processed them with my rooting hormone of choice. Several sheets of plain old newspaper were thoroughly soaked then wrung out as
dry as I could get them. Here is your first chance of failure. There should be NO dripping wet
paper. Wring out as much water as you possibly can. The cuttings are going to be securely
wrapped in this paper. Soggy paper WILL cause them to grow mold and turn into slime. You
want moisture, dampness, not soggy, so squeeze out as much water as you possibly can so the
paper no longer drips when squeezed.
I placed the pile of cuttings all together in the center of the paper, then wrapped them as you
would to make a burrito. It looks something like these, though the longer ones shown are actually
longer than traditional cuttings. More about those, later.
Instead of wrapping the "burritos" in Saran Wrap and rubber banding them as Simon's
method suggests, I found simply wrapping them in plastic shopping bags then tying them tightly,
kept them sufficiently damp for the callusing period. As long as the bags are sealed to prevent
the loss of the dampness, it will work. I placed the bags in a drawer in a chest in the garage
where they remained cool and dark for the required two weeks.
At the end of the two weeks, this is what I found in the "burritos".
— Continued on Page 15
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— Rose Propagation: Cont. from Page 14
I removed them from the "burritos" and potted them individually in 16 oz. foam cups with
drainage holes poked through the bottoms and placed them where they would receive half day,
morning sun, surrounded by other plants where the humidity remains fairly high. I deliberately
planted them deeply, as deep as possible in the cups, to provide them more protection from moisture loss until they rooted.
I kept them watered so the soil remained damp and within a few weeks, new sprouts were
growing from most of the cuttings. I had gone from 100% failure, to over 80% success with 135
cuttings. This was with a variety of different rose types, from polyanthas, climbers, species
crosses, HTs and floribundas, not just a few varieties which root fairly easily. I am certain pre
callusing the cuttings in the dark, damp, cool newspaper before planting them was more than half
the key. This was accomplished during our rainy period, so temperatures were lower than
"normal" and there was higher humidity, so everything stacked the deck in my favor.
Text and Photos by Kim Rupert
NOTE FROM KIM: Next installment...Longer wrapped cuttings for standard trunks, and in
warmer weather! Paul Barden's Blogspot
To “Read Ahead,” visit Kim’s Blog:
http://pushingtheroseenvelope.blogspot.com/2011/05/wrapping-cuttings.html
For permission to Reprint, contact Kim Rupert at: Roseseek@aol.com

“Sunshine”
(Polyantha, Marcel Robichon, France, 1927; George Elger x William Allen Richardson)
(See Front Cover Photo) The color and exceptional fragrance of the Tea/Noisette, ‘William
Allen Richardson’ in a pint-sized format, suitable for a permanent home in a pot — raising the
plant up high enough to make it easily accessible for full enjoyment of the rich fragrance. Obtain
this rare beauty from Burlington Rose Nursery, and request it BUDDED. It simply needs the
extra boost that rootstock provides. You won’t regret going out of your way to obtain this rare,
sun-kissed beauty.

www.burlingtonroses.com/
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The Rose Garden is Not an Infirmary!
— Jim Delahanty
Sometimes reading through the general literature on roses, particularly that from the last
century, you get the idea that growing roses is something of a task for those attracted to the
sickly, the exotic, and the helpless. Much of the literature concentrates on the chemical or organic auxiliaries used to combat powdery mildew, blackspot and rust, not to mention the other
awfuls including crown gall, botrytis, and anthracnose. Common pests include a range of insects
of damaging power from aphids to spider mites to Japanese beetles. And then there are the diseases for which no one seems to know either the name or the remedy; let us call those ‘seasonal
blight.’

“Jack Christensen offers some very sensible advice in response to plants exceptionally susceptible to one disease or another—like rust, for example. The best
remedy for this disease is some other
rose NOT so susceptible to that disease.”

A few years ago, there was a disease that seemed to be circulating in southern California in
which rose stems would darken from the ground up and the disease was inevitably fatal. Nothing
seemed to reverse the course of that blight once it took hold of a plant. There were recommendations that worked for some people and not for others; one such common household panacea was
Listerine. Whether straight or diluted was debated, but the theory was that if mouthwash could
kill bacteria in the mouth, it ought to do a jim dandy job of offing bacteria on the plant, in the
soil, or just passing by on a summer breeze. Eventually, the blight disappeared, but I still have
some Listerine in the garden shed awaiting its reappearance. Understand that I do not know if
the mouthwash were effective in fighting the blight; on the other hand, it did allow me to entertain the illusion that I had done ‘something’ to intervene on behalf of the rose in its war of survival in the botanical arena.
Faced with the unknown like the summers ago blight, there are always remedies of greater
or less efficacy passed from one concerned rose grower to another. There are recommendations
to prune the rose down to eight inches or less to encourage the growth of new, younger, lither
canes; I cut back ‘Ellen Poulsen’ to be level with the ground and was rewarded with bright new
canes and terrific growth and eventual bloom. On the other hand, that treatment caused
‘Unconditional Love’ to go tennies up and it whispered ‘Assassin!’ as it headed off to that great
rosebed at the Rainbow Bridge.
Ralph Moore used to recommend burying a diseased plant or cane in clean wet potting soil
or sand for a period of two weeks or so. After that time, carefully removing the soil would reveal
a plant or cane restored to health. That never worked for me. With the best will in the world,
lesser or greater amounts of time in this state of suspension just delayed what seemed to be inevitable. In an article two years ago in the Ventura County Rose Society newsletter Lynette Buchanan-Roth extolled the therapeutic virtues of manure mulch, especially with regard to creating
and maintaining a scientifically proven and valid organic remedy for rose diseases. Those of us
who garden on a hillside with a 30% grade are a little uneasy at the prospects of runoff onto the
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patio.
There are, of course, dozens if not hundreds of cures and remedies and preventives available
at the local garden centers. Generally, diseases require preventives and pests require elimination.
That is, you have to take strong measures to ensure that black spot or mildew or whatever does
not take hold in your garden and the only way to do that is to spray for the diseases proactively.
Pests, on the other hand, require a certain amount of mass before you haul out the Flit and don
the hazard suit; such remedies have to be respected precisely because they kill at some level of
life, albeit below the level generally toxic to human beings. And I think it generally true that if
you want to exhibit roses at a high level of success, such remedies cannot be eschewed on any
grounds, given the high level of competition in the exhibiting rose world.
A half century ago Roy Hennessey, an iconoclast Oregon plantsman, imagined in an article
in the British publication, ‘The Rose Annual,’ an allegory of rose gardeners living in a world
without using chemical sprays, instead relying on the natural enemies of pests and diseases to
create and maintain a balance of nature in the residential back yard. Given that he was writing in
the heyday of the discovery of such products as DDT and other miracle cures for garden woes,
his article received very little in the way of comment or even consideration. While he did acknowledge that he was fighting a rising tide of commitment to active intervention in the garden,
he did not really face the fact that all gardens are an intervention by man into the ecology of any
particular area. Thus, to a certain extent, creating a balance of nature is not in the cards since the
activities of the gardener are clearly on one side of that balance. Namely, the gardener intervenes on the side of the rose, not the disease or the pest.
The real question is not whether the rose gardener will intervene and upset the balance of
nature, but rather the extent of that intervention and its consequences over the long haul. Just as
there is now evidence that genetically engineered plants eventually face naturally modified organisms to cope with the barriers to pests and diseases, similarly remedies for pests have to be
rotated in order to postpone the day when the pests or diseases adapt to the modus operandi of
the cure.
In his small but terribly useful ‘The “Official Guide” for Growing Roses in Southern
California,’ Jack Christensen offers some very sensible advice in response to plants exceptionally susceptible to one disease or another—like rust, for example. The best remedy for this disease is some other rose NOT so susceptible to that disease. As much as I like and respect
‘Playboy,’ the rose rusts and mildews something fierce in my Sherman Oaks garden; I removed
it and replaced it with ‘My Stars,’ a descendant of ‘Playboy’ that does not rust and mildew. Of
course, it is not really a replacement, but it is sufficiently likeable that I don’t really miss its forebear. Similarly, almost all of the Hybrid Bracteatas rust for me, with the exception of ‘Out of
the Night.’ Thus, ‘Out of the Night’ is the one Bracteata hybrid I grow. Southern California is
hostile to Hybrid Perpetuals (with some rare exceptions) and hospitable to Chinas, Noisettes and
Tea roses. The latter are the roses I grow for the most part.
The gardener is the one who determines whether the rose bed is in service to an infirmary of
patients on life support systems. The easiest way to get out of the rose medical supply business
is to opt for healthier roses. Every rose society services this notion by issuing lists of plants that
do well in the particular locality. VCRS offers its ‘Good to Grow—One hundred roses that do
well in Ventura County.’ It is our contribution to maintaining healthier gardeners as well as
healthier gardens.
The bottom line is that you can cut your roses to the ground, bury them in wet sand,
spray them with everything from Triforine to Listerine, wait for nature to create a balance
— Continued, Bottom of Page 19
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“Durst Plot”

Collected from the same Northern California Cemetery as “Legacy Of The Richmond Family”/
Richardson Plot”/”George Washington Richardson. The earliest date in the Durst Plot is 1942, the latest
is 1974.
A suggested identification is ‘President Herbert Hoover,’ (Hybrid Tea/Pernetiana, L.B. Coddington, 1930;
‘Sensation x ‘Souv. De Claudius Pernet’) — a rose noted in its day for tall growth and great vigor.

— Continued From Pg. 18
of pest and disease in your garden, spread manure until your neighbors complain or wait
until the disease expends itself or the plant is dead. You can also intervene by replacing
sick roses with healthy ones more adaptable to your microclimate. The rose bed is not
an infirmary unless you want it to be.
Not to be forwarded or reprinted without
the express written consent of the author, Jim Delahanty
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The Ancient Roses Of The
Chinese Song Dynasty
A Talk At Quarryhill Botanical Garden
An Asian woodland in the Valley of the Moon, Glen Ellen, California

October 25, 2011
Dr. Wang Guoliang, Vice Director of the Jiangsu Provincial Commission of
Agriculture in Nanjing, and considered by many to be China's foremost expert
on their heritage roses, is making a rare appearance at two US locations, Quarryhill Botanical Garden and the Manhattan Rose Society.
Dr. Wang has spent 30 years researching the lineage of the Chinese rose,
digging back to reveal their roots, which are also the genetic roots of many of
the roses popular in our own gardens. Guests are welcome to come early to
stroll the garden and admire the variety of hips adorning our expansive wild rose
collection in this autumn season.

Members: $10, Non-members $15.
Space is limited, please call 707-996-3166 to reserve a space.
For more information please visit Quarryhill’s Website at:

http://www.quarryhillbg.org/ ,
OR Email to: info@quarryhillbg.org
or call 707-996-3166
Please be sure to reserve your seat in advance, as space is limited.
Founded in 1987, Quarryhill is one of the pre-eminent Asian botanical gardens
globally, featuring one of the largest collections of documented, wild-collected
Asian plants in the world. Quarryhill's key programs include: Conservation Expeditions, Education, and Scientific Research.
The garden welcomes visitors, and is open for both self-guided and docent-led
tours year-round, as well as group and organization tours and events.

“The temple bell stops
but I still hear the sound
coming out of the flowers.”
— Matsuo Basho
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‘Applause’
Well, well, well. The fabulous “Blue” rose. It’s to be for
sale at last.
It got some discussion on
FACEBOOK, with not one ounce
of enthusiasm from rosarians who
— to be frank — HAVE SEEN
THIS COLOR BEFORE.
The on-line gardening magazine, “Dirt du Jour,” treated
the announcement with the headline:

whatever

‘Applause’

Followed by the subhead:

“Japanese breeders still trying to pass off purple rose as the first “blue”.
At that, I’d say “washy Mauve.” If you haven’t seen it already, read the complete article,
taken from WIRED Magazine’s September issue, at:

http://www.wired.com/wiredscience/2011/09/blue-roses-for-sale/
Of course, Suntory’s ‘Applause’ is NOT blue. It’s not even as blue as many roses which
have gone before it.
A Kordes rose, ‘Blue Bajou’ appears to be “bluer” than ‘Applause.’ ‘Blue For You’ a
Floribunda (UK, 2007) is FAR more blue than this. And ‘Rhapsody In Blue’ (Shrub, UK, 1999
Weeks Roses, 2007) looks even bluer, in photos. Other “mauve” roses with more than a hint of
blue include Kim Rupert’s ‘Lauren,’ a Polyantha, bred from ‘Baby Faurax,’ (Polyantha, Lille,
France, 1924) and and and . . .
We could go on and on, but just for fun, run a
HelpMeFind search for roses whose name includes the
word “Blue.” You can have hours of fun.
Suffice to say, after all the fuss and feathers, including a round or two of gene splicing, ‘Applause’
appears to be less “blue” than ‘Sterling Silver,’ the
grandma of modern “mauves,” bred conventionally,
and introduced in 1957.

Graham Stuart Thomas described ‘Reine
des Violettes’ (Hybrid Perpetual, Mille-Mallet,

‘Lauren’
(Polyantha, Rupert, U.S.,
Seedling of Baby Faurax)

France, 1860, Mauve/Mauve-blend) as “the bluest”
rose he knew. Grown in the heat of inland Southern
California, it blooms shocking pink — but along the
coast, where conditions are foggier and cooler —
‘Reine des Violettes’ can, indeed, be quite . . . blue.
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Adding “a touch of blue” to your garden really does expand the color palette. But to
achieve it, you might best plant Iris, or Plumbago, or any of the blue Salvias or Lavenders (or
other truly BLUE flowers).
A number of roses, both old and modern, are color-classed as “mauve.” Most of us would
call the darker ones “purple.” Those shown here are more purple/blue—less red — than they
may often appear in photos and in print (many older reds age purple). Tom Carruth’s ‘Ebb Tide’
seems VERY blue-toned purple, to me.
In any case, they do lean in the direction of blue, providing far more of that tint than poor
‘Applause’ seems to offer.
They blend nicely with yellows, pinks, and oranges, and with the true blues of companion
plants.

“Lavender’s Blue, Dilly Dilly . . .”
(Traditional Lullaby, 17th Century, British)
—JMJ

‘Reine des Violettes’
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© 9-2011 Jeri Jennings

Right & Below:
‘Ebb Tide’

‘Ebb Tide’
Floribunda

Tom Carruth,
Weeks, 2006
“Deep Smokey Plum Purple”

Ebb Tide’

Below:

“Pulich Children”
Found Hybrid Perpetual

Above:

“Garberville
Hybrid
Perpetual”
Found Rose
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“Legacy Of The Richardson Family”

Planted in a narrow
space between the markers
for George Washington
Richardson (1864-1896)
and Albert M. Richardson
(1894-1945, Pvt. U.S. Infantry, WWII) the old rose bush

stands tall, slightly spreading in a wet year, generous
of bloom, free of disease.
It is sometimes pale blush — sometimes snow-white. First collected by Ed Wilkinson for the San Jose Heritage Rose Garden.
Unidentified — but lovely.
“Man is harder than iron, stronger than stone, more fragile than a rose.”
- Turkish Proverb
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TIME TO

RENEW!
GOLD COAST HRG MEMBERSHIPS SHOULD BE
RENEWED BY JANUARY 1

THIS IS THE FINAL ISSUE OF YOUR
2011 SUBSCRIPTION
Mail Membership Renewal Dues To:
Gold Coast Heritage Roses Group
22 Gypsy Lane, Camarillo, CA 93010-1320

MAKE CHECKS IN THE AMOUNT OF
$

12.00 (PRINT FORMAT)
OR

$

10.00 (DIGITAL FORMAT)
PAYABLE TO GOLD COAST HRG

Name
Address
City
State

Zip Code

Phone

(

)

Area Code

EMAIL ADDRESS:
(NECESSARY FOR DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTIONS)
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‘Mme. Lombard’

“Mme. Lambard,” “Bloomfield Cemetery Tea,” “Sawyer Plot,”
“Standiford Plot,” et al

Tea Rose
Lacharme, France, 1878
Seedling ‘Mutabilis
of ‘Mme. de Tartas’

